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ANNUAL REPORT

Letter from
our director

To our dear friends & supporters,
It has happened again, another amazing year! We can't wait to share with you the incredible things
that have been achieved here on the Good Shepherd Agricultural Mission during 2015-16. The
experiences, activities and blessings we have seen have helped us to continue in our mission to
change the lives of those in need; particularly at risk women and children.
Of all the great things that have happened this year, probably the most incredible is the opening of
the Samartha Saxena Memorial Wing, the new 8000 square foot extension of our school. I want to
take this opportunity now to publicly thank the Saxena family, Engineering Ministries International,
Door of Hope Christian Church and all the other amazing people who helped to make this new
building a reality. What a blessing it is going to be to the thousands of children who will pass through
our school gates in the coming years.
This past year we've seen an unprecedented number of visitors; a flood of volunteers, well-wishers
and new friends that have kept us entertained on an almost daily basis. For some reason this year
has also seen a lot more local support as we have made new friends from all over India. Volunteers
have worked hard, putting in thousands of hours of work to serve our children. I want to say special
thanks to Aanchal Narang, who has taught in our school for the past year and my good friends John
Poxon & Des Wilmott from Launceston, Tasmania.
We were happy to welcome back our two Board Members, Simeon & Paula Karada, from Kalimpong
where they have spent the last year or so working at Dr Graham’s Homes. It is wonderful to have our
leadership family complete once again.
It has also been a true joy to have our dear friend John Marshall partnering with us, both from the
USA and on the ground here in India. John has added so much to our organization, particularly the
relationships between our leaders and children. John has also helped to make many new videos for
our organization including a new introduction video that we just think its fantastic! I look forward to
seeing what he comes up with in the coming year.
Both my son, Clifton our Deputy Director, and myself had an opportunity to visit and work with
Houses of Hope, Africa in South Africa and Zimbabwe this year. It was an extremely rewarding
experience for both of us. The relationships that were formed and the experiences that were had will
truly make a difference in the work we do here in India.
Finally, I would be remiss not to stop and thank you, our mentors, funders, volunteers and coworkers
for all of your support. We’re hugely grateful for your efforts to help The Good Shepherd Agricultural
Mission expand and continue to transform lives for the people here in India. You may never meet
those whose lives you are changing, but rest assured, you are making a difference.
Yours sincerely,

Warwick G. Shipway
DIRECTOR
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ReGISTRATION
The GSAM is a non-profit that is registered
under the following Acts/Gov. Offices:
Societies Registration Act
14/1952-1953
Income Tax Act
Section 12A, PAN: AAATG3113G
Foreign Contribution Regulation Act (FCRA)
Registration Number: 136620006
Uttarakhand Education Department
Registration Number: 779-53/2015-2018
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Volunteers make up a huge part of how
our work gets done. A steady stream of
new faces makes life interesting, who
couldn't use more friends?

One of the largest projects this year was
the renovation of our Main Kitchen. This
project was supported by our friends at
the Samartha Saxena Foundation.

Thanks to the incredible support of
hundreds of people from around the
world we have been able to install solar
power systems in four of our children's
hostels.
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Three of our members headed off on
a trip of a lifetime to help out in an
orphanage in Zimbabwe, Africa. This trip
was beneficial to us in a variety of ways.

Christmas is an extremely special time
for us here on the mission. Many of our
loved ones return home to celebrate
the holidays and we put on an array of
events to keep things jolly each year.

Over the years we have developed our
agricultural endeavours down to a fine
art. This year our farm has undergone
many exciting new advances and
breakthroughs!
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So much has happened this year, it has truly been amazing.
Take a look at this page to get an idea of just a few of the many
things that are contained within this report.
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Our Board Of Directors

Our Dedicated Staff

T

he following people make up the elected Board of Directors of The Good Shepherd Agricultural Mission
as of 31st March 2016:

Name

Age Gender

Position

Warwick Shipway

63

Male

Director

Eugene George

37

Male

Secretary

Agriculturalist

Male

Deputy
Director

Administrator

Rev. Clifton Shipway

30

Priscilla Shipway

32

Simeon Karada

38

Male

Member

Josie Singh

72

Female

Member

Paula Karada

40

Female

Member

Female Treasurer

Occupation
Philanthropist/
Retired Farmer

Childcare Worker
Teacher
Agriculturalist
Social Worker

Area of
Competency

Meetings
Attended*

Agriculture

100%

Non-Profit
Sector
Non-Profit
Administration

No year would be possible without the love and effort of our many staff members. From Auntie
Violet, our small boys' hostel in-charge, who celebrated her 60th year on the Mission, to Ganesh
Sharma, our carpenter, who became an official member of our team just this past March.
Most of our staff members grew up on the Mission as children, like Auntie Lucy and Auntie Peggy,
and have stayed on to help the next generation along. A few, like Katie Singh-Rana, came from

100%

outside the Mission gates to settle in with us. At 29 years old, Katie is our nursery in-charge along

100%

with the young children in their care.

Childcare

100%

Administration

100%

Animal
Husbandry

100%

Childcare

100%

with her husband Anish and both have committed to spending the rest of their lives with us and

Whether helping out with the kids or with food preparation (Auntie Lucy), helping with farming
activities (Flippy, Sunny and Uncle Anil) or procurement (Benny), the staff is the beating heart at
the center of the Mission property.
To say we could not do it without them is an understatement. Our staff is the Mission. They are
our history and our future. They are our family in every sense of the world.
For another fantastic year of triumphs and obstacles, solutions and ideas, we thank this dynamic
group of people from the bottom of our hearts. Here's to another great year a head.

*The Board met a total of four times between 1st April 2015 and 31st March 2016 including the Annual Meeting which
was held on 1st January 2016. Minutes of Board meetings have been documented in the societies Minutes Book and
copies have been circulated as appropriate. No remuneration, stipend, reimbursement, sitting fee or any other form of
compensation is paid to any Board Member.
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Left to Right: Phillip Chand, Lucy Chand, Amit Arya, Phyllis George, April Joshi, Anish Singh Rana, Violet Stagg, Kullu Singh
Rana, Paula Karada, Ganesh Sharma, Josie Singh, Benny Chand, Priscilla Shipway, Warwick Shipway, Clifton Shipway,
Eugene George, Stella Singh, Peggy George, Simeon Karada, Esther Kashyap, Sunny Thomas, Katie Singh Rana, John
Marshall, Anil George, Aanchal Narang. Missing: Joey Singh.
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APRIL, ONE OF OUR HOSTEL INCHARGEs
ON A WALK WITH SOME OF HER GIRLS

Funding Sources
Through our own internal efforts, endeavours such as our farm and school, we try to raise our own funding.
This year, internally, we raised just short of INR 57,00,000/- rupees (around USD $85,000), a record for us
and a sign that we are well on our way to covering all of our own internal expenses.
While the goal of the Mission is always to be as self-sustaining as possible we do look for funding from
sources outside our organization. These sources are both domestic (Indian) and foreign (overseas). From
Indian donors we received a total of INR 5,37,803/- (USD $8009) in Domestic Contributions. A total of INR
1,15,63,038/- (USD $172,197) was received by us in Foreign Contribution during the year in accordance with
the Foreign Contribution Regulation Act from or through the following sources:
Clifton Shipway, Australia
The GSAM, Australia (via our website)
Manjul & Alka Saxena, London
Paul Simon Quinn, Hong Kong
Launceston Christian School, Australia
Dubai English Speaking School, Dubai

Our Expenses

Transparency is important for us and a huge part of what we do is ensuring that supporters know where their
money is going. We have always worked hard to accurately account for and report the financial position
of our organization. We have a culture of accountability and integrity and are committed to doing the right
thing. To make our expenditure easier to understand we have broken it up into six fields for this report:

								
Indirect Project Expenditure: 				
Our general expenses such as water & electricity,
telephone & internet, generator fuel, repairs &
maintenance, salaries, legal expenses etc.

INR		
49,64,090/- 		

USD*
$73,925

Direct Project Expenditure: 				13,61,552/- 			$20,276
Our children's food, clothing, medical and
healthcare.

Contribution & Disaster Relief:				3,15,846/-			$4,704
Such as our Nepal Earthquake Relief project and
support to local widows... etc.

School Expenditure: 					23,94,155/-			$35,653
Costs directly associated to our school such as
staff salaries, books, stationary etc.

Agricultural Expenditure: 				14,42,211/-			$21,477
Direct expenses in our agricultural department
such as seasonal and regular labourers wages,
machinery hire, veterinary fees, seeds, fertilizers,
medicines and cattle feed.

Assets & Development					77,66,478/-			$115,658
Investment in buildings, computers, solar power,
furniture & fittings, equipment and machinery

We are happy to answer questions about our finances as well as discuss details of administrative expenses,
salaries, payments, income or expenditure. Much more detailed information (by way of our Audited Financial
Reports) can be found on our website:
www.indianorphanage.com/financials
*For the purpose of this page USD = 67.15 INR
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PROGRESS
REPORT

Aadhaar Card
Rollout

their parents, even just getting a drivers license can be a real battle. This year we are proud to
announce that with the support of the Indian Government we have been able to receive a Aadhaar
Identity Card for each and every one of our children. It is truly wonderful to finally have a solution
to what has been a long term, and debilitating problem.

AADHAAR CARDS
Now In Hand

One of the biggest struggles that our children
face as they become adults is obtaining any
form of identification. Having grown up as
orphans, generally with little or no proof of

Engineering
Survey Team

several days and with the help of our boys
were able to construct a detailed survey of the
land around our new school extension. This
information will be used in the development
of plans for our next three major construction
projects. Two of which we hope to start in the
next two years:
Learning Resource Center. This building
will be constructed at the front of our
current school and will be the very first
auxiliary room of our compound. It will
contain both a library and computer lab.

We were excited to have our friends from EMI
(Engineering Ministries International) back
again this year to conduct a more detailed
survey of our property. The team came for

Staff Housing. For many years now it has
been a goal of ours to construct better
accommodation for our staff.
The plans for both of these buildings have
been drawn up by EMI and will be the third
and fourth constructions we have completed
under their guidance.

THE SURVEY OF THE MISSION
GROUNDS UNDERWAY

"ORDINARY THINGS"
boxes to what was then Bombay and then pieced it together
there on the docks. After this the Strongs, along with their
three children, drove it almost 2000km to the place where
it now resides. The year was 1948 and at the time, there was
no town of Banbasa, no road, only unbroken jungle for miles
around. With the help of this tractor, the Strongs cleared the
land, ploughed the fields and established a settlement that
AT THE ENTRANCE OF OUR COMPOUND THE
FOLLOWING PLAQUE HAS BEEN INSTALLED:
This humble tractor began its life in a John Deere factory
in Waterloo Iowa, USA and yet, unlike all the other tractors
that rolled off the assembly line that day, it was not destined
for the endless corn and wheat fields that surrounded it. It
was bound for India and bold adventure. Our founder, Rev.
Maxton Strong and his wife Shirley shipped the tractor in
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would become the Good Shepherd Agricultural Mission.
Tragically, this tractor also played a part in the death of
Maxton and Shirley's son Jay; but there are victories and
losses in every life. Today, long after the Rev. Strong and his
wife have passed away, this tractor remains, standing as an
enduring symbol of faith in action, of perseverance in the
face of adversity, and of the way ordinary things—like all of
us—can be used by God to accomplish extraordinary work.
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THE POWER OF VOLUNTEERS
Many organizations consider volunteers to be extra helpers, and that's certainly true here. But as this past year has shown us once
again, volunteers add so much more than free labor to life here at the Mission. Many volunteers are regular visitors, becoming much
more like family. Others add new skills and experiences to our lives. This past year Heather Myers came from Canada to visit April (her
sponsor child) and created 15 pinatas that the kids will never forget! Aaron Tuthill came from Australia to help with Summer Games,
adding his own energy and creativity to our annual event. All totaled, 82 separate visitors passed through our gates, in groups or as
individuals, for short visits or longer stays. Hosting volunteers has always been a fun way for us to meet new people and make new
friends, and this past year was no exception.

Everyone can
Volunteer!

need any specific qualifications or education. What a volunteer really needs is a heart to help, a
willingness to serve and a whole lot of love. Our volunteer program this year has seen thousands
of hours of work completed by just regular people, all with a desire to make the lives of our kids a
little brighter. We are so grateful for all that our volunteers have done over the last 12 months and
can't wait to see what they do in the future.
VOLUNTEERS HELPING
ALONGSIDE OUR KIDS

"Am I going to be useful?" it is a common
questions from people enquiring about
volunteering with us. The truth is, a volunteer
doesn't need any particular skills, they don't
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KRISTIN, ONE OF THE ARCHIBALD
PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS

The Vail
Family
It doesn't happen often, but we always enjoy
when families come to volunteer with us.
This year, the Vail family from California, USA
became our latest family visitors.
Inspired by John Marshall's book "Wide-Open
World," Mary Lynn and Randy Vail packed up
their two teen children for a year-long world
trip, stopping by the Mission for a stay.
Aside from helping out wherever and when
ever needed, the Vail children (Charlie and
Veronica) quickly became friends with many
of the Mission kids of the same age, working
and playing together in a way that none of
them will ever forget.

Aanchal
One unforgettable addition to our family this
year was Aanchal Narang. Aanchal came from
Boston, Massachusetts (USA) for a year-long
employment/volunteering job with us. Not only
did she teach our upper students as a Tertiary
Grade Teacher, she also led the professional
development for our teachers. In no time, she
became a leader on our staff and an invaluable
asset to our school.
Beyond that, Aanchal led tuition after school for
many of our older kids, offering countless hours
of support and attention above and beyond
those required of her in the classroom.
Aanchal's time at the Mission symbolizes the
best of our volunteering program. Not only
do we benefit from her big heart and her vast
talents, but she also gains a great deal, taking
with her not only experience for her resume, but
memories and relationships that have changed
her life forever.
We love you, Aanchal. Come back soon.
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Uncle
John Marshall

John is now, well and truly, a member of the family; our kids all call him "Uncle John". We are so
grateful for everything that he brings to our big family, his love, guidance, support, creativity and
skill have helped us see much growth over the last 36 months. This year alone John helped us to
launch several major fundraisers, run a trip to Africa, celebrate Christmas, run our Summer Games
2 program, create dozens of new videos and so much more. He is a much loved part of our body
and we want to express here just how much his involvement has meant to us.

The Daily morning
walk to school

For the last three years we have regularly seen
visits from our good friend John Marshall, so
much so, in fact, that we feel strange calling
him a volunteer any longer.

The Archibald Project Media Mission

We first came across The Archibald
Project in the middle of last year.
Based in the USA, TAP is run by Nick
& Whitney Runyon and their goal is
to work as advocates for orphans
around the world.

The TAP MEDIA
MISSIONS TEAM

TAP runs 'Media Missions' in which
they encourage photographers and
media related people to volunteer
their skills to help promote and uplift
organizations working with orphan
children through photos, video and
stories.
Through our invitation, TAP sent
a team on a Media Mission to our
organization in March. Many of the
amazing photos that are used in this
years Annual Report are courtesy of
the team's visit. More info:
www.thearchibaldproject.com

The Saxena
Family
Few people have had such a big impact
on our organization in such a short time
as Manjul and Alka Saxena. Through their
philanthropic organization, The Samartha
Saxena Foundation, they have not only
funded the majority of our school expansion
campaign and a major kitchen remodel, they
also have offered their contacts, council and
passion to the betterment of our children's
lives now and in the future.
As they work with many organizations
across India and the world, it is a true
blessing to have these compassionate,
committed people in our lives.
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A VISIT FROM THE
SAXENA FAMILY
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Karuna Maa's
Kitchen

completed a spectacular renovation that has
changed the look and feel of the kitchen
completely. Now called Karuna Maa's
Kitchen (named after Sam Saxena's beloved
grandmother who loved to cook), the space is
light and bright with lots of updates:

To see the old kitchen was to walk into a
smoke-stained depressing work environment.
Now, new large windows let in lots of natural
light and fresh (multiple!) coats of paint create
an entirely different mood in the room. This is
one project that has changed day to day life
dramatically this year.

Polished Kota Stone on the floors
The New BRIGHT KITCHEN:
A TOTALLY DIFFERENT SPACE

Green marble counters & splash boards
Huge open windows for light & air
New stoves, refrigerators and sinks
For many years, we have fed our large family
from a functional -if dingy and dark- main
kitchen. This year, thanks to the generosity
of the Samartha Saxena Foundation, we

“Now called Karuna
Maa's Kitchen (after
Sam Saxena's beloved
grandmother who
loved to cook), the
new space is light
and bright with lots
of beautiful new
updates.”

More storage and better ventilation
New utensils, crockery and cookware
Solar lighting & earth leakage protection

Maximizing
Donations

Some work needed to be hired our, but
much of it was done in house, allowing us to
maximize donations, as usual. All wiring and
plumbing we did ourselves. We also built all
storage racks in our workshop so that they
were exactly how we wanted them.

THE NEW HAND WASH AREA HELPS
KEEP HYGIENE LEVELS UP
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SOME OF OUR GIRLS WORKING IN
OUR BRAND NEW KITCHEN SPACE

O

ne small
improvement that
has made
a big difference here
on the Mission is our
new hand wash area.
For years we've only
had a small, hard-tooperate tap outside
the dining hall. Low
to the ground, children needed to squat,
one at a time, rinsing
their hands at a temperamental tap, often
spraying their clothes
with water as they attempted to wash their
hands before meals.

But with a little extra
green marble and a
bit of plumbing from
Rick, a new solution
was born. Now four
children can wash at a
time, easily operating
the new faucet taps,
comfortably standing
up. Now that it's been
up and running for
a while, we wonder
how we ever lived
without it. Hands are
cleaner, clothes are
drier. Funny how small
changes can make life
so much easier around
this place.
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Heat Plunge
Volunteers

This year we were privileged once again to
welcome a team of volunteers from Door
of Hope Christian Church in Launceston
Tasmania: www.door-of-hope.org

Many of the members have now become
sponsors of our children. The relationships
that were formed with the team during their
visit here will not soon be forgotten. During
their two week visit the team also helped in a
vast array of areas:

We are so grateful to them for their hard work,
friendships and love. We look forward to the
next Heart Plunge team, currently planned for
October 2016, with great anticipation. If it is
anything like this year's team we know it is
going to be amazing!

Gardening across the compound. Our
center tractor garden took a lot of work to
bring back to life.
Painting our older boys hostel. This is a
job we have wanted done for years.
Installing electrical wiring. Our new
school extension had just one major job
remaining and the Heart Plunges team
tackled it head on. In a matter of days they
accomplished what would have taken us
weeks.

ONE OF OUR NEW SPONSORS
Helping out on a visit

Solar Power
Campaign

RICK & ANISH INSTALLING A
SOLAR SECURITY LIGHT

When a fund raiser to provide a little
temporary fuel assistance for the Mission
overshot its goal by a whopping $25,000
US, we decided to invest in solar lights and
work towards a more permanent energy
solution. This year, the installation work was
completed, providing most hostels with a
back up source of power to keep the fans
running on hot nights; to light security lights
across the Mission without fail; to heat hot
water for kitchen use. With so much free and
intense sun here in India, solar power makes
perfect sense for us. So far, results have been
good and we look forward to expanding our
solar capacity in the years to come.

Child Sponsorship
Of The World J

Wonder

Tagging along with the Heart Plunge
team, four of our boys got the amazing
opportunity to visit the Taj Mahal in
October. It was a unique chance for the
boys to see first hand a building they have
been learning about in school for years.

Destructive
Monsoon

A huge storm hit in early May causing great
destruction across our compound. Amazingly
there was very little permanent damage and
within 8 hours things were mostly cleaned up.
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ust two short years
ago we began our
Child
Sponsorship
Program. What makes
our program unique is
the amount of involvement that we require
from our sponsors; our
program is about so
much more than just
$1 per day contributions. We ask that our
sponsors become a
part of our children's
lives, a mentor and
friend to them. By all
accounts this program
has been a huge success, the financial re-

lief it has brought to
our organization has
been freeing, but the
relational difference it
has made in the lives
of our children is the
best part.
The chance for our
children to share with
their Sponsor what
is happening in their
lives, receive encouragement from someone special and interact with a new culture
and way of life is beyond valuable.

If you've never experienced a hot, airless Indian
night without power, consider yourself lucky.
Electric service in our area is temperamental
at best, often shutting off multiple times per
day for no apparent reason. During a humid
afternoon, it's bad enough. But at night without
a fan spinning over your head, the heat and
mosquitoes make sleep impossible.

“In just over
an hour the
storm destroyed
thousands of
trees in our local
area. We lost
16 trees, a bike
shed and 120ft
of concrete wall,
all in a matter of
minutes.”

HARNESS THE POWER OF THE SUN!

THE STORM

Our bike shed in our school was completely destroyed by
the storm. Thankfully, there was not a single bike in it at
the time.

With the installation of the new solar collectors
on our hostel roofs, this long-standing issue
has once and for all been resolved, providing
a consistent, dependable source of power that
tired children can rely on.
We are grateful to all donors who made this
dream a reality. We were supported by 128
individuals from 27 countries on our Indiegogo
campaign.

As always, we couldn't have
done it without you!
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Fire In The
Jungle!

our fields are ripe with a golden hue. This year during this time a huge fire broke out in the jungle
behind our property and we watched in horror as it raced straight towards our crops. Thanks to
the quick thinking and dedication of our staff and older boys, the raging fires were beaten back; at
times the flames reached to within meters of our fields but not one spark was allowed to cross. The
result would have been disastrous, our entire crop could have been lost in one fell swoop.

sees her. Unlike most teenage girls however,
Kelly struggled with heterotropia: her eyes are
not properly aligned with each other.

Kelly's Eye
Surgery

Heterotropia is a fairly common problem that
develops when the muscles in the eye do not
work in a balanced way and the eyes do not
move together correctly. For a young girl like
Kelly though this 'common problem' can be
a real emotional stumbling block. It affected
her confidence, her image of herself, even her
social choices.

FIRES THREATENING OUR
WHEAT CROPS

Over the summer months temperatures
regularly rise to as high as 50°C (122°F).
Normally the peak of the hot weather is
towards the end of our wheat harvest, when

SWIMMING POOL RENOVATION!
One old and imperfect luxury we have on the mission is our swimming pool. It may just be a cement hole in the ground, but we love
it just the same. On a hot summer day, there's nothing like a dip in its cool waters to help lift everyone's spirits. But this year, we took
our little swimming hole to a new level. Thanks to the generosity of some dear friends, we created a new cement boundary with new
plastered walls and secure gates. Not only does this help to keep things clean by keeping cows, leaves and any other passing debris
from landing in the water, it also keeps any stray small children from accidentally swimming without supervision. This has been a
long-standing goal of ours and it happened this past year. We celebrated the opening of the new pool with our first ever Pool Party!

Kelly VISITING THE EYE
SPECIALIST IN DELHI

Meet Kelly. Like most thirteen year old girls
she loves to hang out with friends, watch
movies, play games and just generally have
fun. She struggles at times, like many girls
do, with image; worrying about how the world

Over the years Kelly had shared with us about
her eye, often through tears. She feared what
people might be saying about her, how it
might affect her future, how she'd look as an
adult. Her self-esteem, though strong, took
quite a pounding as her young mind worked
overtime, fearing the worst.
We knew that something had to be done...

“Heterotropia is a fairly
common problem that
develops when the
muscles do not work
in a balanced way and
the eyes do not move
together correctly.”

After an exciting visit to a specialist in Delhi,
Kelly was booked for surgery.
On the 9th of September 2015 at Dr. Shroff's
Charity Eye Hospital, Kelly's life was changed
forever. The incredible medical team, under
the guidance of Dr. Suma Ganesh were able
to completely correct Kelly's eye.
We are happy to report that now, months later,
Kelly has completely recovered. Her eyes are
both strong and beautiful! But then, she was
always that way to us!

RECOVERY

Kelly's surgery went amazingly well. Within just a few
hours she was able to have her bandages removed and the
difference was immediately visible! Her eyes are straight!
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Read more...
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NEPAL EARTHQUAKE RELIEF

The most important commandment is this: “‘Love the Lord your God with all your heart,
with all your soul, and with all your mind.’ The second most important commandment is
like it: ‘Love your neighbor as you love yourself.' - Matthew 22:37-39

Do Unto
Others
When our neighbors in Nepal were left in
ruins by a series of horrific earthquakes,
we were left thinking “There must be
something we can do?” We would like to
think that, had our places been reversed,
Nepal would come to help us.
So many people had been left homeless,
without food and desperate for help. How
could we possibly sit back and enjoy the
amazing blessings that we have without
thinking of doing something for them?
After some discussions with our staff
body and members of Empart Australia,

who were already working in Nepal
doing some relief work in Bhaktapur
near Katmandu, we made the decision
to send in a bus load of food and
supplies for distribution. Our plan was
to put together 500 relief packets and
transport them by land around 800km
to some of the worst effected areas of
Nepal.

PREPARING THE RELIEF
PACKETS FOR NEPAL

All of our children and staff got involved
in the preparation of the relief packets:
weighing and bagging dhal and sugar,
loading the sacks, opening boxes,
stitching the packets closed. It was a
big job that required working late into
the night. What a perfect lesson of
neighborly love for our children!

THE SEND OFF

Our team was sent off under the supervision and support
of our local Sub-District Magistrate, Station Officer, the
student body of Maxton Strong School and many other
locals who had assisted in the project.

F

our of our members (Eugene
George, Clifton Shipway, Anish Singh
Rana and Manish Kapri) along with
volunteer Aaron Tuthill, crossed the
border into Nepal on the 19th of May and
arrived without any difficulty in Katmandu
the next day.
Distribution went really well. We teamed up
with a local church where we were able to
store the packages on the night we arrived.
People in need from all over the Bhaktapur
area were called and by 5:00pm the next
day hundreds had answered. The church
was filled with hopeful recipients and a line
stretched out the door and down the street.
The desperation was beyond belief.
With the support of the local BDO the
packages were handed out to the most
needy first; there was a lot of gratitude in
the room, a lot of smiles, thank-yous and
namastes.

DELIVERY

Hundreds of people from the Bhaktapur area arrived on
the day of distribution, all desperate for support.
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One by one we continued to hand out the
packages until the crowd whittled down to
a handful and a stream of white bags could
be seen walking out of the church and down
into the village below.
We are so grateful to everyone who got
involved in this project, it was a humbling
experience for every one of us.
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ONE OF THE CHILDREN FROM
HOUSES OF HOPE, ZIMBABWE

An African
Orphanage

It's a strange thing to consider staff from an
orphanage in India travelling halfway across
the globe to help out at an orphanage in
Africa, but that's exactly what happened. In

CLIFTON WITH SOME LION
CUBS IN SOUTH AFRICA

early 2016 two of our Board Members, Rick Shipway and Clifton Shipway independently went to
help out Houses of Hope, Africa at their orphanage in Zimbabwe. The orphanage is fairly new
and still establishing much of its infrastructure; our team travelled there with our long-time friend
and member, John Marshall, to see what advice, assistance and support we could give.

An Experience
of a lifetime
The experience for our members in visiting
the small orphanage located on the outskirts
of a town named Whunga was unforgettable.
There was as much benefit received as there
was given. While Rick was able to help with a
lot of physical work; installation of a roof, construction of furniture etc. Clifton was able to
help out with suggestions about administration, budgeting and fund raising.
While the chance to get out of India and
experience something new was exciting,
the true value of this visit was found in the
relationships formed and the renewal of
purpose that the whole trip brought. Whether
helping children in Africa or India, the needs
are great but the rewards are greater.

CLIFTON & JOHN WITH THE FAMILY
FROM WHUNGA, ZIMBABWE

PE TER GONDO PROJECT
driver and whatever other employment he could get. It’s a struggle,
yet Peter is not bitter. He is lit with a love for God, an easy kind nature
and a sincere faith that things will work out.
Peter's true talent however is as a master sculptor; his abilities to
craft animals out of stone left our staff in amazement. But with
the collapse of the Zimbabwean economy there is no demand for
local sculptures any longer. Shops and co-ops are closing in droves.
Artists are forced to simply find other work.

AN UNLIKELY TWIST TO OUR AFRICAN TRIP...
The world is full of people we will never know. Our circle of
connection, even with a social multiplier like the Internet, is tiny.
Whole countries, whole continents, are just strangers, reduced to a
few interesting headlines or a few ugly stereotypes.
During their visit to the orphanage in Zimbabwe, Clifton and John
lived with the orphanage director and met his family. They also made
a friend named Peter Gondo and were touched by his story.

Seeing this talent first hand
Clifton and John started the Peter
Gondo Project; an effort to raise
US$3000 for Peter online selling
his sculptures (around two years
salary for Peter). Amazingly in just
a few days the funds were raised
and Peter began to carve.
Read more about his story through
the QR code on the right -->

Being orphaned himself, Peter has been working as a laborer, taxi
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Delhi World
Book Fair

RICK & CLIFTON SELECTING
BOOKS AT THE FAIR

With the support of our friends Manjul & Alka
Saxena at the Saxena Foundation we were
able to send a team to the New Delhi World
Book Fair in January 2016.
The team was able to buy almost Rs, 1,00,000
worth of books including novels, story books
and non-fiction reference books destined for
our school and orphanage libraries.
The purchase of these books has significantly
increased our library and given our children
access to a huge range of information.
Remaining finances were used to construct 4
large book shelves for our school's library. A
hugely beneficial project for our children and
school as a whole.

NEW BOOKS FROM HONG KONG
One young supporter deserves special
mentioning in this year's report. His name
is Mathias. He’s 13, lives in Hong Kong, and
on his own, he arranged a book drive for our
orphanage children.
When the books were presented to the children,
we put together a little “Thank You” video for
Mathias and his class mates. The hope was that
it would inspire them to see their generosity
in action, and encourage them to keep at
it, whether with us or with any other worthy
organization they find.
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NOTHING BEATS A LITTLE
CREATION WITH LEGO

Blanket
Distribution

DISTRIBUTION OF BLANKETS
IN KATOL, Champawat

With the support of CASA (Churches Auxiliary
for Social Action) we were able to distribute
almost a thousand blankets in the remote
mountain villages of Danda and Katol.

Celebrating
New Life

Our Board Secretary, Eugene George, travelled with a team of staff to the secluded villages and
personally distributed the blankets. The condition of the people that were found there really
touched their hearts and, directly as a result of the trip, The Good Shepherd Agricultural Mission,
has committed to helping these people on a regular basis by facilitating medical camps, and
working to improve education and sanitary conditions of the villages.

Celebrating Older Life
The oldest member of our
organization, Aunty Violet,
celebrated her 79th birthday
this year.
Violet first came as an orphaned
child to the mission almost
65 years ago, she has since
dedicated her entire life to
caring for children, who like her,
were in need of some extra care.

We are excited to announce that in January
this year out staff members Anish & Katie
Singh Rana, have given birth to their
second daughter, Sohalia Haven Singh
Rana. The Rana's work as Hostel Parents
in our Nursery caring for our youngest
children.

Currently Violet serves as the
Hostel In-charge of our Small
Boys Hostel (boys aged 10 to
15 years old), a position she has
held for over 50 years.
Her commitment and dedication
to the children of India deserves
special note in this report.

Bachelor of
Arts Program
Eight of our children & staff members are
currently undertaking a Bachelor of Arts
degree through Kumaoun University in
Nainital.
Over the last half-decade we have made
a huge push to improve the quality of
education that we are able to provide our
children; but this is the first group that has
every received a university level education.
We are excited to see where this new
education will lead. Already, many are
dreaming of completing Masters of Arts
and Education Degrees when this latest
course of study is complete.
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CHRISTMAS CELEBRATIONS

'Tis the
Season
Christmas is always a magical time
of year here at the Mission, and this
December was no exception. There are
so many special activities and events
that took place, here is just a taste of the
festivities.
The celebration really begins with the
school Christmas pageant which is
student led. It's a program full of dancing
and stories that launches the winter
holiday season for our kids.
Once all the songs are sung and
performances complete, it's time to

prepare for our own activities. This year
we made gingerbread houses and had
a pinata extravaganza (both sponsored
by friend and volunteer Heather Myers),
we launched fireworks, picnicked in
the jungle and went caroling after a
Christmas Eve service that featured an
original stage play starring Uncle John as
'Uncle Greedy', a Scrooge-type character
that needed a lesson in sharing. Then
the nursery kids hung stockings and got
ready for the big day.

Twinkling lights are
everywhere at Christmas

Christmas morning saw presents and
treat bags and lots of past farm children
all attending a special Christmas lunch
that packed the dining hall. It was all a
colorful backdrop for the birth of our
Savior, the greatest present of all.

F

or children of the Mission, Christmas
is a unique time and many of our
grown-up kids who now live in other
parts of India often make the long
journey to join in the fun once again.
Like children all over the world, coming
home for Christmas is a time of traditions
and memories and celebrations and love.
It's beautiful to see our sprawling extended
family come together each year.

What Child is This?
This year in Sunday School, the kids put on their own
Christmas story, creating costumes and acting out
the familiar story without rehearsals or preparations.
Characters were assigned, volunteers quickly dressed
the young actors and the entire drama, from the angel
visiting Mary to the birth of baby Jesus played out in
the span of a short sermon. Pictured here, Danny does
his best interpretation of one of the shepherds.
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This year, more than a dozen older boys
packed the Big Boys' Hostel, holding late
night dances and motorcycle convoys and
loud happy parties throughout the holiday
season. A disco on Christmas Eve was the
most raucous of all.
Older girls returned as well, many bringing
their children, helping out in the kitchen,
holding their own parties, and telling stories
of their days on the Mission.
Many volunteers came to enjoy the season,
helping with wrapping and packing treat
bags and playing with the kids. There's a lot
to do. Everyone works together to pull off
the biggest party of the year.
It's a time when we can see in action the
success of our work. We are a family. A big,
complex, sprawling family that grows year
after year.
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“Over

OUR VISION

the last 5 years, our
school has grown more than
five times it's original size!”

BECOMING REALITY
The Future

I

What comes next?

IN just five years
The Maxton Strong School began as an idea to better the lives of our Mission kids. In 2011, on faith but with boldness, we opened the
door to our new building to less than 100 students. Over the last 5 years, our school has grown more than five times its original size!
school continues to grow with potential students surpassing available seats year after year.
But the school is more than numbers of students and reputations. First and foremost, The Maxton Strong School was built for the children on the Mission. Thanks to outside student admission fees, all of our farm kids attend school for free and all of our staff salaries
and maintenance fees are also paid for. What's more, looking to the future, we can clearly see a day when the profit from the school
will take us that much closer to our dream of complete self sufficiency! And we're not even close to being done. With each new success, our vision expands and we're excited for what the future has in store for this great community resource of ours.
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this, we'll be building a senior

our plans are ambi-

secondary building, a new

tious.

kindergarten, an assembly

building

Growing fast and changing lives

Today we have over 450 students with a goal of more than 600 next year! Best of all, our reputation as a quality English medium

n the coming years,
Our first new
will

hall and possibly even a

be what we're calling

project

swimming pool! It will truly

our Learning Resource

be a campus environment

Center (LRC). Funds have

that will rival anything in the

already being arranged and

area.

Our Campus is taking shape

construction is planned to

Now, we know this won't

With the help of EMI, an architectural firm in Delhi that works

begin in October, 2016. The

happen overnight and that's

with Christian non-profits through out Asia and the world, we

LRC will be a new library/

just fine with us. As with our

computer lab for the school,

initial school launch, with

creating a dynamic space for

faith but with boldness, we'll

our students to explore the

create a school we all can be

entire world of ideas. After

proud of.

were able to put our biggest dreams yet onto paper. The Sam
Saxena Memorial Science Wing was just the first phase of
our expansion with many more exciting projects to come. You
can see more on our website: indianorphanage.com/future
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Samartha
Saxena Wing

Until this year, hands-on science studies
have not been offered at the Maxton Strong
School, but with the creation of the new
Samartha Saxena Science Wing, all of that
has changed.

Dedicating the new
science wing

Our largest fundraiser to date came together
in record time as we dedicated the Samartha
Saxena Wing of our school in January.
This two-story addition nearly doubled
our existing capacity, making room for our
growing enrollment with space for many
years to come. Designed by EMI, this project
was blessed from the beginning, moving from
plans to a completed structure in less than
one year. Huge thanks to our friends from all
over the world who gave towards the project.
Special mention should be made to 10 year
old Ruby Marden (USA), Paul Quinn (Hong
Kong), Mary Hogan's family (Australia) and
our good friends Manjul and Alka Saxena (UK)
for supporting this project and attending the
opening ceremony. The impact of this work
will be felt for many generations to come.

The new facilities are just getting outfitted
with microscopes, beakers, chemicals and
test kits for electricity and chemistry. Safety
stations have also been installed with an
eye rinse and emergency shower if needed.
And there is so much more to come.
It's thrilling to see the students get excited
as they peer into tiny microscopic worlds or
see chemical reactions as more than words
on the page of a textbook.
It is the first steps for us towards a long-held
dream of offering this world class education
to our kids. Who knows what scientists or
researchers we will help inspire?

“Who knows
what scientists
or researchers
we'll help
inspire?”

NEW COMPUTER LAB
Even the best facilities are worthless without
talented committed teachers working hard
every day to inspire their students. At the
Maxton Strong School, our staff is the
backbone for all that we do.

Computers are a huge part of our world and
only becoming more important. So our school
computer training is equally critical.
To ensure that our kids have the tools they
need, we purchased twenty-two additional
new computers this year and installed
licensed Windows software on all of them.
This also required us to build 7 new computer
workstations which our carpentry shop took
care of to save money.

We won't lie; we don't pay the highest
salaries in the area. We're working towards
increasing pay for our entire staff. But even
so, we are blessed with skilled passionate
educators who believe in our mission and
strive to make our school one of the most
respected in the area.

We also installed a digital projector for the
computer lab as a teaching aid, adding a little
more hi-tech to our hi-tech environment.
All totaled, we now have thirty-four work
stations at the Maxton Strong School and our
kids are getting more and more comfortable
with this critical technology.
High-speed internet will come in the next year,
opening up the entire world in a whole new way.
Word processing, research, and creative work of
all kinds are just a click away!
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Now with an enrollment of 478, our goal will
be to reach more than 600 by this time next
year!

Teachers are key

The best teachers bring out the best in our students and we
recognize how crucial great educators are to our success.

It's all part of our long-term plans that
become more and more of a reality with
each passing year. A quality education
for our kids and self-sufficiency for our
organization as a whole. It's a win-win-win
all the way around!
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Independence Day
August 26th marks the day that India got its independence
from the British back in 1947, and each year, along with the
rest of the country, we celebrate our nation's freedom.
At the Maxton Strong School, a special holiday is declared
and it's a patriotic afternoon, free of classes with lots of fun
and patriotic activities.
This past year, students marched in a special parade that had
a sincere amount of national pride, waving flags and cheering
together for the country they love. There were also speeches
given from sincere (if nervous) students and a celebratory
mood throughout the day.
We also celebrate Republic Day in January which marks the
day India was officially founded as a country in its present
state, and the students carry their flags again. This type of
enthusiasm is not forced. All across India there is a great
passion for their country and that is true within the walls of
our school as well.

School Fair

money-making activity but a chance to create their very own working carnival. The kids loved it!
Whether they were spinning a prize wheel to win a bottle of Coke, or firing an air pellet gun as part
of a target game, the day was made all the more memorable because the kids were in charge, both
running their own booths and playing at their friends' booths. When the wheels stopping spinning
and the targets were put away, more games were played on the playground, capping off what is
sure to be a new Maxton Strong School tradition.

The School Fair was a first annual event that
will definitely be repeated. Coinciding with
Children's Day, the students at our school
were encouraged to create booths where
their fellow classmates could either purchase
items like snacks or drinks, or they could play
games of chance for prizes. This was not a

Science
Exhibition

Science fairs are notorious for their baking
soda volcanos and styrofoam models of
the universe, but our exhibition this year far
exceeded our modest expectations.
Students created a working model of the
human heart that beat and pumped artificial
blood. Others produced a working hydraulic
models and a hydroelectric generator that
powered a small light. The exhibits were
well thought out and extremely impressive
to all of us.
Science is a big focus at the Maxton Strong
School and it was brilliant to see so many
budding young scientist getting a chance to
show what they were capable of.
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A Simple but working
Hydraulic Model!
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OUR

INCREDIBLE
SUMMER GAMES
PROGRAM
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The Events
Summer Games is an epic 30 days of
new experiences, games, trips, creativity,
adventure and team-based, summer camp
style, old fashioned fun. Each year, the Games
Committee strives to come up with new
events for new memories and this year did
not disappoint. From a day-long trip to Fun
City (an amusement park two hours South
of the Mission), to the kids' first-ever fishing
trip, to Survivor-themed day and something
we called Splashternoon, Summer Games
is more than a summer holiday. For these
kids, many of whom are new to the Mission
and experiencing this type of fun for the first
time, the games are a new way to think about
'play' and a chance to have some frivolous fun

Experience
The World

This years' games took us beyond the
Mission gates. Journeys to Abbott Mount,
Nepal, Bareilly and more required bus trips
to experience the beautiful world around
us. Not only fun, It's a great way for the kids
to expand their view of the world.

for once in their young lives. The list is too
extensive to include (check out our wrap-up
video for that) but here are a few highlights:

A few of our older
girls at fun city

Zombie Day

Abbot Mount. 50 children spent four days
in the Himalayas, camping in the cool
mountain air.

Night Games. An all-night (and we mean
"all night") series of games in the dark,
ending when the sun finally came up.

One unforgettable event and a favorite for
many of our kids, was Zombie Day. This day
started with the Games committee secretly
dressing up in their best scary make up and
torn clothing, then surprising the kids with
a sneak attack. What followed was a mad

It was one of those day that the kids still
talk about, a chance to pretend and dressup and be a little bit scary. Though no one
was actually scared, even our smallest little
zombies, it was fun to see everyone getting
into character, posing for pictures, and having
fun. Though all the face paint is long gone,
Zombie Day will live here on the Mission like
a body that just won't stay dead.

T.E.A.M. Work

W

e have a
very simple
motto that
we guide Summer
Games with and it's
all based around the
idea of T.E.A.M. The "T"
stands for: "Try hard."
All teams are encouraged to try to win and
compete to the best
of their ability. "E" is
for: "Everybody plays."
From the youngest to
the oldest, we want the
games to be fun for
everybody. "A" is for
"Act with Honour." Encouraging all competi-

tors to play honestly
and fairly. Winning
at all costs is not the
goal. Respect yourself
and your competitors.
And lastly, the "M" is
for "Make memories!"
Summer Games is
a chance to try new
things, to stretch your
comfort zone, to come
off the sidelines. Normally shy girls are
encouraged to try the
raft wrestling, to put
on face paint, to make
some great memories
before school starts
up again.

“Summer Games is
an epic 30 days of
new experiences, trips,
creativity, adventures
and team-based,
summer camp-style,
old fashioned fun.”

Reena's Dream

The Medallion...
When we first started this game, the children had a hard time
deciphering the clues. They weren't used to thinking in terms of
symbols or poetic language. But by the time the games ended, the
kids were clue masters, solving even the most cryptic clues in no
time.

Can you solve the clue?
One fun addition to the Summer Games is something we call the
Medallion of Power. The idea is to add some special object that
would benefit anyone who was lucky enough to find it. The Medallion
is hidden each evening with clues placed on the board after breakfast
each morning. Then the hunt begins..
The Medallion can be anywhere. Up high. Down low. Sometimes
buried. Always hidden.
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Roshni doing her
best zombie

After this, there were zombie themed games
(pass the snake from mouth to mouth; a
slowest zombie race; a game of catch the
zombie through a flooded field.) Until at last,
a cure was found and everyone rinsed off at
sunset in a hose of fresh clean water.

Nepal Trip. When nursery girl Reena said
it was her dream to ride an elephant,
Summer Games made it happen.

Zombie Day. This crazy dress-up day saw
a viral outbreak with some great photo
opportunities.

scramble where lots of chasing and mock
biting took place. "You're all infected!" the
teams were told, requiring their own make-up
with points going to the best team costumes.

As every parent knows, there's nothing like
bringing your child's dream to life. So when we
learned that Reena, one of our nursery girls, has
always dreamed of riding an elephant, with the
support of her sponsors Frank & Rosey Barta
we made it happen.

There are also special shields the teams have to hold at all times
and special team standards that must never touch the ground. From
the opening ceremony to the presentation of the coveted Summer
Games Cup, the month-long event
is the kind of fun happy childhoods
are made of. It's certainly a far cry
from the life all of these children
were living before their arrival.
You can watch all the fun by
scanning this QR Code with your
smart phone. This will take you
to our official Summer Games 2
video where you can get a small
taste of all the action. Take a look!

To accomplish it, we needed to head into
neighboring Nepal. And so we piled all the
nursery kids into a utility truck and set out for a
day that none of them will ever forget.

A dream come true

It was always Reena dreams to ride an elephant. And
for Summer Games 2, she learned even elephant-sized
dreams really can come true.

Along the way, they saw wild deer and
peacocks, hunted for tigers in the tall grass,
and ended up in a tall observation tower, each
taking turns riding the glorious elephants that
local Nepali handlers provided.
That night, as Reena was tucked into bed, a
huge smile on her face, the room alive with
elephant talk...she looked a little worried. "What
will my dream be now?" she asked. Which is
nice problem to have for any of us.
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Leper Colony

RANI, One of our Leper
Colony residents

In addition to our orphanage, farm and school, we also
maintain a small leper colony for a handful of people who are
part of our extended family. Leprosy is entirely curable these
days, so this is not a quarantined facility. The residents are
free to come and go, to work in town, to live a life as close to
normal as possible. There is still a stigma attached to leprosy
in the rural communities like ours and so our colony residents
must deal with ignorance and prejudice until those old ways
of thinking pass away.
Until then, we're happy to make life as comfortable as possible
for them, providing them with free rent and food and a quiet
place to live life in peace.
Matthew writes that Jesus will one day say: "Truly I tell you,
whatever you did for one of the least of these brothers and
sisters of mine, you did for me."
In this spirit, it is our deep honor to make life a little easier,
a little safer, a little kinder for our dear friends in the Colony.

Meet
Parwati
Parwati has lived with us for nearly three
decades. She originally came with her
husband and three young children. Sadly,
her husband had leprosy that was too
far gone to treat. He had no ears, nose or
eyes. Over time, he became bed ridden and
Parwati cared for him until the day he died.
Some years prior to this, Parwati asked that
her three children be raised in the Mission
to improve their chances in life.
It might sound hard to understand, but all
leper colony residents earn their money
begging in the local towns. Even with our
help, life can be difficult for Parwati, but we
offer all the support we can.
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The Farm

The Farm is a broad term that describes many
activities here on the Mission. Yes, it includes
our 60-acre farm that we harvest three times
a year. But it also includes our large fish ponds
that provide us with fresh fish when we want
them, as well as our busy welding workshops
and carpentry shops. Whether building desks

Picking FRESH lychees FROM
ONE OF THE MANY TREES

for our school or cupboards for our hostels, the workshops are constantly in motion. Fruit trees
are another part of the farm, with a large mango orchard, guava trees, lychees, lemons and more
providing lots of fresh fruit in season. Add to this our cows and a constantly growing collection of
chickens (and one horse) and you have a real working farm that always has our attention. It's a big
part of our self sufficiency plans and we are happy for all the work.

A Great Yield Feel The Reaper!
When our wheat fields are ready
to harvest each year, time is
of the essence. Unfortunately,
hand labor has been extremely
difficult to get and expensive
when we can get it.

Once again, it was a good year for our
crops. A winter wheat crop and a summer
rice crop provided far more grain than we
could use ourselves. The extra is sold to
the market and creates a solid injection
of funds for us twice a year. It's always
beautiful to see the golden wheat or the
brilliant green of the rice surrounding the
Mission property.

To take matters into our own
hands, we purchased the device
pictured on the right and now do
much of the work ourselves.
The Reaper, as it's called, cuts
the wheat and sets it off to
the side to be picked up. It still
requires labor but reduces our
needs by more than half, a huge
savings for us. It has made a
nice addition to our farm tool kit.

Eugene and the
NEW reaper

Got Milk?
From our 45 dairy cows, we produce enough
milk for our breakfast porridge, three daily
tea breaks and a daily glass each for our
nursery kids.
All milking is handled by two contract
workers, (Kunli is pictured on the right)
who squeeze the milk out by hand. It's a
remarkably efficient system that fills silver
buckets in no time.
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Sunny, one of our hostel boys is a
big part of our welding shop

The cows do take work and are grazed by
our long-time shepherd Pailad and cared for
by even longer dairy in-charge Aunty Josie.
The cow house is cleaned each morning by
some of our mission girls and all manure
is used in a creative methane capture tank
to run the gas burners in our kitchen. Truly
nothing is wasted on the Mission!
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The Good Shepherd Agricultural Mission
Strong Farm, Banbasa, Dist. Champawat
Uttarakhand, India 262310
Tel: 05943 263032, 7248166265
9897637032, 9997736900
office@indianorphanage.com
www.indianorphanage.com
/indianorphanage
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